FIRST TIME IN INDIA
ONE OF THE MOST MESMERIZING SESSION TO
MASTER THE HUMAN EXPRESSION IN 3 HOURS IS
HERE.

CATCH
A LIE
SESSION
By Sajan Shah

03HOURS
50STRATEGIES
BECOME AN EXPERT OF MICRO AND MACRO EMOTIONS

Learn to analyze and catch a lie in less than 1 second

About Sajan Shah
Sajan Shah, is a young, energetic motivational
speaker and transforming lives is his mission. His
passion is to help people reach self-realisation and
create extra-ordinary changes in their lives so that
they can unleash their hidden and
dormant potential. Whether it's a
90 minute talk, one day workshop
or one-week seminar, Sajan's
electrifying speeches arrest
the attention of his
listeners with
his strong
messages
and unique
style.

WHAT

CATCH A LIE
SESSION IS ALL
ABOUT?

It’s all about the subconscious. The way our words translate to
minute yet distinct traces on our face, body language and gestures.
A smirk on your face, a tilt of your head, breaking the eye contact
and many more… no matter how much our mind tries to restrict,
there is always a residue of emotion on our eyes, face and body
because of what we speak. Is it the truth, the absolute truth, sadness,
disgust or some other emotion that we are trying to hide?
This phenomenon was first discovered and related by Sir Charles
Darwin and centuries later an American psychologist Paul Ekman
introduced our world to the term ‘micro expressions’. The term micro
expression is the result of voluntary or involuntary emotional
response that conflict with one another. In other words, you can tell a
lie but your subconscious knows the truth and so there will be a
response to this conflict. Just to give an analytical view, an average
human being says at least 3 lies in a 10 minute conversation. This
may just be a single emotional conflict but a study suggests that
there are 10,000 micro expressional responses to what we speak. It
would be our effort to make you identify a few of them that are the
most relevant in our day to day lives.
In order to make you efficient in identifying these micro expressions,
initially during these sessions we will help you to be more aware and
observant. The first stage of this life changing science is to learn to
‘see’ the conversation too and not just hear it. Only then can one
efficiently analyze the person we are speaking with. The subsequent
sessions will be focused on the meaning behind those different
gestures or micro-expressions and the emotions they reveal.

Sajan Shah has designed this session specially from
his 11 years of experience and after touching over
5 million lives.

Duration of the Program: 3 Hours

MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE

If after joining the life counseling
breakthrough sessions, you didn’t
feel you have learned enough to
create a more fulfilling and inspiring
life, simply hand in your learning
materials. We’ll send you a complete
refund, no questions asked.

Programs open for only Business Entrepreneurs

JOIN NOW

+918511363376
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